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Crossroads Fellowship



28-DAY CHALLENGE



Sometimes being a grownup is hard and way to serious. Our hope is that this challenge will leave you inspired to live a happier, less stressed and more wonder-filled life. We also hope you will find common bonds within the women of your small group to build stronger relationships. The only thing you need to do is commit —for 28 days in a row — to either taking a risk or to getting really honest. Because it’s often the smallest things that can bring us to life. Can one month bright your year? We’d like to think so! Get ready to run wild and become more starry-eyed! THE RULES: Each day pick either a truth or a dare. They’ll be posted in your small group’s Facebook group to share your thoughts and even photos along your journey in the comments. We recommend a journal so you can look back at your thoughts. Looking for some daily inspirational reading that goes along with the challenge? Grab your copy of Becoming Starry Eyed from your welcome kit; it has 28 essays that go along with each day of the challenge. ONE BIG THING: On Day 28 we are going to ask you to do something big. Decide now before you start what your one thing is going to be and start planning to make it happen. Maybe skydiving, taking a trip, facing a fear, enrolling in a class, reconnecting with a family member, or volunteering somewhere. Your One Big Thing could also be something that you commit to doing this year to be a better mom, friend, wife, sister, daughter, woman! Maybe exercising, spending more time playing with your kids, laugh more, be less stressed, more date nights with hubby… anything!



DAILY PROMPTS DAY 1: Swell Seasons DAY 6: Creating a Legacy Truth: In what ways do you feel out of control in your life? Truth: What do you wish someone knew, but you've never Dare: Let your skin touch water that has been coursing over quite had the courage to share because it is too the earth since the beginning of time. Jump into some embarrassing or too vulnerable? Say it aloud to him/her! water. Skinny dip in a pool, swim in a lake, wade in a Dare: Celebrate the important people in your life! Surprise river, take a bath. someone with an overture when (s)he least expects it. Tell someone what they mean to you…. greet your husband DAY 2: Blessing the Night with a big kiss… or even get frisky with your husband Truth: What is your favorite thing that has happened in the somewhere new! dark? Journal about the experience. Dare: Go outside at night and count the stars or find a DAY 7: Birthing Something New constellation. Make an audacious wish, a hope-filled Truth: What is something that is being birthed in you right prayer, on the brightest star to the One who created the now? Share with a friend what new things are coming to stars. life in your soul. Dare: Tap into your creative side. Have you always wanted DAY 3: Becoming Our Mothers to paint a canvas, throw a pottery bowl, write a poem, Truth: What are 2 things you hope your kids will talk about start a business, rearrange your living room, or sing in as adults when they describe their memories of you? front of an audience -- but you've held back for some Dare: Dance in the grocery store. Grabbing a partner is reason? Take the first step. encouraged. DAY 8: Confidence Over Conformity DAY 4: Sister Courage Truth: What does your name mean? Google it to discover Truth: What do you value most in a friend? Are you that the attributes spoken over you via your given name. kind of friend? Dare: Commit to not complaining about anything for 24 Dare: Widen your circle. Complement a stranger or start a hours. conversation with a stranger who would normally make DAY 9: Breathing In The Light you uncomfortable. Truth: Write an encouraging note to someone you don't DAY 5: Dear Fifteen know. Leave it in a public place. Truth: What do you need to give yourself permission to Dare: Spend a few minutes focusing on your breathing. feel? What hurts are waiting to be seen? Inhale deeply for four counts, then exhale for four counts. Dare: Sit in the dark alone for 30 minutes tonight. Repeat for five minutes.



DAY 10: Timeless Delight Truth: Do you laugh or frown more? When is the last time you really lost track of time? What did you enjoy in those moments? Dare: Spend one hour doing something that makes you feel alive. Hire a babysitter if you need to... this is important. DAY 11: Sabbath Like a Sunrise Truth: What do you feel most grateful for? Make a list. Dare: Get up early and watch the sunrise. DAY 12: Solstice Energy Truth: What do you look forward to when you wake up in the morning? Dare: Start a book. DAY 13: A Constellation of Reasons Truth: What is your favorite color and what does it symbolize? Dare: Walk barefoot outside or buy a small plant to bring the outside into your home. DAY 14: Sensuality and Our Skin Truth: Write a love letter to your body. Include all the ways it helps you experience the world. Dare: Send a selfie and text to your man telling him what you love most about him or do something that makes you feel beautiful! DAY 15: Feminine Power Truth: When was the last time you did something for the first time? Dare: Celebrate friendship! Plan an actual slumber party with your besties. Ask a friend to meet you for coffee or lunch… or someplace you will actually be able to talk! DAY 16: Hospitable Hearts Truth: When were you changed by someone else's kindness? Dare: Bake cookies and deliver them to a neighbor you haven't met yet. DAY 17: More Than Meets the Eye Truth: What four words describe your current first impression on someone? What four words describe your ideal first impression? Dare: Make a public place a little more hospitable by adding something beautiful. Guerilla decorate the closest bus stop. Plant a flower someplace that needs it. DAY 18: Power of Story Truth: What is your biggest regret? What do you need to forgive yourself for? Dare: Send a note of encouragement to the person you least want to send it to.



DAY 19: Eyes and Calling Truth: What is the motto for this era in your life? Dare: Use the words "I enjoy you" to tell someone you love them. DAY 20: Live Like Music Truth: Listen to a song that reminds you of a significant memory. Write out the lyrics. Why it is important to you? Dare: Get tickets to a concert or play and start a standing ovation. Or have a dance party at home. DAY 21: Failing Gloriously Truth: What are you afraid of? If you weren't afraid of these things, how would your life be different? Dare: Dish out grace and let someone off the hook for a mistake (s)he made. DAY 23: Campfires and Confessionals Truth: When did you last step outside of your comfort zone Dare: Confide in a friend you trust. DAY 22: Banishing Ghosts Truth: What is the best smell in the whole world? What is a nostalgic smell for you? Dare: Organize your closet. Get rid of any clothing that makes you feel terrible about yourself. DAY 24: Hearing God Truth: What distracts you most from being present in your life? Dare: Ask a friend what is his/her favorite Scripture verse. Share yours and memorize it! DAY 25: Forget-Me-Nots Truth: Tell someone five things you love most about them and then hug them for longer than is comfortable. Dare: Sit down with the oldest person you know and ask for his or her story. Tell them to start from the beginning. DAY 26: A Dazzling Unfolding Truth: Write down 3 things that you want to become an expert in. Take an hour today to take a first step. Dare: Go for a walk and somewhere along the path yell "I am awesome!" DAY 27: The North Star Truth: Think about the top three happiest memories. Write them down. Dare: Take a 24 hour break from the internet. DAY 28: GOOD THINGS RUN WILD Truth and Dare: Your ONE BIG THING! Choose one thing that you have always wanted to do and get to it! If your One Big Thing was a personal commitment to improve in an area, do something that helps you reach your goal! Share a photo with the group!
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